DATASHEET

Q - QULU SERVER 2TB
4 CHANNEL ARM® BASED SERVER WITH
4 QULU LICENSES PRE-INSTALLED

Key Features:
Vista is pleased to announce the release of the Q, a 4 channel Arm based server
with 4 qulu licenses pre-installed.
®

Designed as a 4ch standalone recorder with embedded 2TB HDD storage, the Q is
ideal for smaller sites and offers all the features of the popular qulu VMS. As your
security needs grow, Q can be easily clustered with other Q devices and servers
on the network to form part of a larger system that then brings automatic failover
with up to 12 cameras per Q server. This makes qulu VMS systems simple to design
and easy to set up and maintain.

Experience qulu on smaller
systems
Q comes with 4 pre-loaded qulu licenses, ideal for
smaller systems.

Ultimate scalability
As your security needs grow, Q can be clustered
easily to form part of a larger system.

Distributed architecture
The 1GB of RAM allows 4 x 1080p realtime images to be displayed on the qulu client
without affecting recording performance. Seperate, dedicated storage for the Linux
OS ensures all 2TB of the HDD goes towards storing images.
The compact dimensions, low power consumption and quiet operation of the Q
ensures that it will fit into the majority of domestic and commercial environments
and can be sited to suit, rather than bringing all network cables back to a central
point/dedicated server room. This allows for a distributed recording solution – all of
which go towards providing a resilient base for your security system.

YOUR PARTNERS IN CCTV

Reduce the potential of a single point of failure.

True embedded NVR
Q is powered by an ARM Cortex™ A7 processor
for ultimate power and flexibility.

Compact dimensions
The discreet size and quiet operation ensures
suitability for domestic and commercial
applications.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Models In This Range

INCLUDED SOFTWARE

0760560
Q
Qulu 4Ch Server 2TB

4 qulu EDGE Recording Licenses

OPERATING SYSTEM

Embedded Linux (Debian) OS

CPU (PROCESSOR)

ARM Dual-Core Cortex™ A7 Processor

MEMORY

1GB RAM Processor
8GB SD Card (holds OS image)

STORAGE

1 x 2.5” HDD (unit shipped with 2TB hard drive)
Max Height: < 9.7mm
Max Width: 69.85 ± .25mm
Max Length: 100.35mm +0.2/-0.25mm
Operating Temp: 0°C to 40°C
Relative humidity: 10% to 90% (non-condensing)

ENVIRONMENTAL
MOUNT

Universal - wall, ceiling, table, monitor

I/O INTERFACES

Power & HDD status LED
2 x USB 2.0 ports (Factory Use Only)
1 x HDMI (Factory Use Only)
1 x GB NIC

DIMENSIONS

145.5mm(L) x 84.5mm(W) x 29mm(H)

POWER INPUT

10W 5V AC 100V to 240V
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No liability will be accepted by Vista for any errors or omissions in this information.
Subject to change without notice.
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